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Topic: A man tells a story of how he showed his wife the power of their 
love during a time when she was doubtful of it. 

[VERSE]  
I met my high school lover  
In the year of ‘93  
We held up through the weather with us we made a team  
She promised me forever  
So forever I believed  
We could grow old together, and start a family 

[PRECHORUS] 
But then came the storming rain         
The fighting the tears pain          
Morning she took my hands         
Reluctantly this is what she said 

[CHORUS] 
Too much of a good thing can sometimes be bad  
Huge waves on the night beach sweep away the sand  
All the months and years that we spend each day together      
Might be too long  
How could we grow strong 

[VERSE[  
I left and took a drive  
The hurt I could not bare  
Just free to clear my mind but  
Felt weird without her there  
These times we knew could get rough         
It’d be an obstacle  
Didn’t think it’d be enough  
To break the bond of us 



[PRECHORUS] 
Then came the messages  
The paragraphs the lines the texts  
I read through them all  
Scrolling down this is what they said 

[CHORUS] 
Too much of a good thing can sometimes be bad  
Huge waves on the night beach sweep away the sand  
All the months and years that we spend each day together      
Might be too long  
How could we grow strong  

Tune ups on an old thing only go so far  
Patches on withered jeans will soon fall off 
All the months and years relying only on each other      
Might be too hard  
How could we grow strong 

[BRIDGE] 
All the words and the reasons (Driving down the street) (Driving back to her) 
Won’t beg or make it pleading (Walking up the steps) (Open up the door)  
Have to tell her what I’m feeling (Sweating in hands) (Beating in my chest) 
She needs confirmation 

[CHORUS: SLOW] 
So I said too much of a good thing is better than not all  
Breathing cleaner air all the time is good for the heart  
And all the oxygen inhaling everyday together  
Pray for it to be long  
So that we’ll go strong 

[CHORUS: REGULAR]          
True love is powerful, keep it in control  
Managing what is right for us keeps this alive 
All the pretty things I learn from everyday together     
Makes you my home 
It’s where we belong 


